You have questions? We have answers!
Am I under any obligation after filling out an application?
Absolutely not, your application is used when you decide to
travel to assist us in locating the best match for your
assignment and when you decide to travel. The application
will remain on file for 1 year.
How do I become a RN Recruit Traveler and is there a fee?
Never a fee, you can become a traveler by simply filling out
an application packet, along with a skills checklist in the
area in which you are applying. We will assist you in finding
the perfect assignment to meet your needs.
How long after applying and choosing an assignment does
it usually take? Normally, we start recruiting to fill
positions as they become available. This could be two to
three months prior to start date, so it’s best to start as soon as
possible to make sure you are able to meet your needs. Just
from experience as a seasoned traveler, I would suggest a
minimum of 3 weeks prior to you wanting to begin to travel.
What are the minimum requirements in becoming a nurse
traveler? To become a Nurse traveler varies from each
facility. Most require at least 12 months of consecutive
experience in an acute care facility and a graduate of an
accredited professional program in the United States.
How will I be paid? RN Recruit pays weekly on Friday.
You can choose to have this direct deposited or mailed to
your home. Pay rates vary from each assignment depending

on the facility and location. Typical pay rates for an RN
range from $30.00 to $38.00 hourly. Many facilities offer a
completion, extension or quick start bonus.
What type of benefits do I get? We pay your travel expense.
Depending on the assignment some may choose to fly while
others choose to drive to the assignment. We pay up to $600
for mileage if you drive to your assignment.
If you are not already licensed in the state in which you have
accepted an assignment, RN Recruit, Inc. will reimburse you
up to $150 for your license once your assignment is
complete.
Private housing is available, or you can choose to receive a
housing stipend. If you choose our housing we will do all
the leg work in getting you the housing. If you choose to
take the housing stipend, you are responsible for finding
your own housing and RN Recruit, Inc. pays you a weekly
stipend amount.
We also offer Blue Cross Blue Shield health insurance.
How long are the assignments, and how do I choose where
to go? This can vary with each travel assignment. We have
assignments as short as 4 weeks, but typical assignments are
8 to 13 weeks. Sometimes it is possible to individualize the
length of an assignment to meet your needs. Once your
application is processed and skills reviewed, you’re assigned
recruiter will assist you in specializing what you are looking
for? Whether it is Pay or Location that motivates you we
have positions waiting for you! If we don’t have your
specific position in the location of choice we will contact the

facility in that area and to present your credentials and
search for an available assignment. There is a whole
spectrum of assignments available nationwide! You specify
the area you are looking for and we will find it- from rural
facilities, to Trauma Centers and everything in between.
Can I travel with a friend? Absolutely, in fact that is what
is so wonderful about travel nursing. You can have the
comfort of being able to travel with your friends, spouse or
even another healthcare professional. This will allow you to
share the experiences of a lifetime and see the sights of your
new surroundings on your days off. Don’t forget your
camera! Travel nursing is what you make it!!
Once I choose my assignment, what is next? Your recruiter
will advise you on your precise assignment, however; the
process is usually goes like this.
Nurse submits application/skills checklist.
Nurse Recruiter contacts nurse.
Perfect assignment found
Profile submitted to facility
Interviewed by facility (this varies with each
contract)
Both Parties Agree
Contract signed
Nurse begins assignment
What happens once my assignment has ended? Once you
have satisfied your contract requirements you can choose to
travel to another assignment and continuing to travel or stay

home and possibly return to traveling at another date.
Regardless of what you desire, we will be here to help you
with your travel needs.
How do I get to my assignments? It is best to drive or have
your vehicle transported to your assignment if possible; this
will allow you to see the sights of your new surroundings on
your days off.
Can I bring my pet? This is becoming more common,
however most places require a security deposit. Be sure to
ask a head of time.
What if RN Recruit does not have an assignment where I
want to travel? Even though we staff at many facilities
across the United States, if we do not have your hospital,
you can provide us the name of the facility and contact
person and we will do the rest.
We hope this section has been helpful. Travel nursing is
one of the most exciting careers in the healthcare industry.
We staff facilities across the United States that are
experiencing a shortage. There are jobs everywhere; some
enjoy beaches in CA, Hawaii, Florida and even the
Carolina’s. Other recruits enjoy the mountains for skiing.
Maybe you would just like to go somewhere you always
wanted to go…Now is your chance, its here waiting for you!
Call RN Recruit Today! 866-466-2721

